
The mother of the bride welcomes the groom who arrives carrying a 
coconut, a gesture of humbleness. First, the bride's mother applies a red 
dot (tilak) to the groom's forehead symbolizing reverence for the human 
intellect. Then the mother performs aarti (moving of lighted candles 
around the groom's face) showing that she respects him and feels that he 
is an honorable person worthy of marrying her daughter. The groom then 
steps forward onto an earthen pot with his right foot and breaks it, 
symbolizing the elimination of all evils from his path to the wedding 
mandap.

The bride's parents are led by the priest in requesting the blessings of 
Lord Ganesh (the remover of all obstacles) and request the Lord to bless
the bride, groom and all in attendance.

In order to attain the next stage of householder and in order to attain the
fruits of the 4 aspects of life, the priest reminds the Groom that he be 
prepared to perform the auspicious wedding rites according to the 
Shastras.

The Antarpat or cloth curtain, a symbol of traditional barrier is held before 
the groom as he awaits the arrival of his bride. The bride's father and 
maternal uncles lead the bride to the mandap. At this time, the priest is 
chanting Mangalashlak, a series of eight blessings, signifying the 
commencement of the ceremony.

Arrival of the Jaan

Ganesha Pooja

Var Pooja

Mangalasthakum/Kanya Aagaman

The Lord Agni, representing knowledge, intellect, and purity is invoked to 
witness the marriage. The blessings of the God are invited by offerings of 
rice, grains, and butter into the sacred fire.

Agni Pooja

Kanya Daan is the giving of the bride to the groom. The event entails a 
garland being placed around the shoulders of the bride and groom. This is 
to bless the couple with a long a happy life together. The father of the bride 
then holds the right hand of his daughter with the palm facing upward while 
the mother of the bride does the same with the groom. The parents of the 
bride then pour holy water on the couple's hands. The process culminates 
with the father placing the right hand of the bride into the right hand of the 
groom. This is the Hasta-Melap (the joining hands).

Kanya Daan/Hasta Melap

The brothers of the bride pass rice to their sister so that she may make 
offerings to the God. The couple then makes four rounds around the 
sacred fire, which represent the divine witness to the marriage. The four 
rounds represent Dharma (duty), Artha (prosperity), Karma (sharing 
responsibilities of the home and raising virtuous children), and Moksha 
(enlightenment). These four rounds together signify completeness.

Mangal Fera

It is a Hindu belief that when one walks seven steps with another person, 
they become friends. Since there can be no marriage without friendship, 
the bride and groom take seven steps together. Each step is symbolic of 
the following vows:

Saptapadi

Let us take the first step to provide food, clothing, and home

With the second step, we develop physical, mental, and spiritual
powers

The third step taken is to increase our wealth by righteous means 
and for proper use

The fourth step we take to acquire knowledge, happiness, and 
harmony by mutual love and trust

Let us take the fifth step so that we will be blessed with strong, 
virtuous, and obedient children

Our sixth step is for self-restraint and longevity 

With this seventh step, we promise to be true companions and to 
remain lifelong partners throughout this union

The groom places a sacred necklace made of black and gold beads 
(Mangal Sutra) around the neck of his beloved wife signifying the mark of 
a married woman and representing a symbol of his love, integrity, and 
devotion towards her. The groom also places red powder (Sindoor) in the 
part of the bride's hair signifying his promise 
throughout their lives. Lastly, the bride and groom then feed Kansar 
(sweets) to each other signifying the nurturing of each other's physical, 
mental, intellectual, and spiritual selves.

Mangalasutra/Sindhoordan/Kansar

Five married ladies from both families recite in the bride's right ear 
("Akhand Sobhaagyawati Bhava" May your husband live all of your life).

Akandasabagavati
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The bride and groom request blessings from the Priest, their parents and 
all the elders in their families.

Ashirvadam

Amita's family bids her farewell as she begins a new phase of her life as 
a wife.

Vidai

Dear Family and Friends:

We would like to thank all of you for sharing this special day with us. It 
was with your love and support that we have arrived at this point. It means 
so much you are able to join us to celebrate the beginning of our new lives 
together. We would like to give a special thanks to our parents whose
unconditional love, support and guidance throughout lives have brought 
us to this point. We love you very much.

Amita

Chirag
April 12, 2008

weds

to keep her happy 
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andAnita Sachin

Today, two halves of the same soul are joining together in life's journey and we find ourselves 
fortunate to have you all here to witness the commitment of love, trust and togetherness we make to 
one another. We are eternally grateful to all our family and friends for the time and effort that they 

have expended in making this day so special.

Wedding Ceremony

* Baraat *
The groom arrives at the wedding ceremony and everyone dances in celebration.

* Pokhnu *
The groom is welcomed by his mother-in-law who applies tilak (red vermilion powder) on the 

groom's forehead. He steps down on a clay pot and breaks it into pieces, demonstrating that he has 
the power to overcome all the obstacles that the couple may face in their married life.

* Varpooja *
The brides parents worship the groom by washing his feet and by offering flowers.

* Kanya Agarmana *
The bride is led to the mandap by her brothers where an antarpaat (veil of cloth) is held to

separate her from the groom. As the antarpaat is lowered, the couple exchange garlands. The bride 
offers the first garland and by doing so, declares that she has chosen the groom at free will. The 

groom will return the compliment by offering her a garland as a welcome to a new life.

* Kumbha Sthapana *
The Brahmin (priest) invites Lord Vishnu to join the ceremony. He then explains the definition of the 

marriage and its commitments as outlined in the Vedic Scriptures.

* Hasta Milap *
The bride is given away by her parents when placing her hand over the groom's. In essence, the 

bride's parents are handing over the Goddess Laxmi (their daughter) to the Lord Vishnu (the 
groom). They are advised to show goodwill and affection towards each other's families.

* Chedda Bandhi *
The grooms scarf is tied to the brides saree which symbolizes the union of their souls.

* Varmala *
In this ceremony a cord is tied around the couples neck to protect them from evil.

* Mangal Phera *
The bride and groom circle the sacred fire seven times. The first four pheras (circles) represent 

the four basic goals of Hindu life. Dharma (moral sense and duty), Artha (prosperity), 
  Kama (energy and passion) and Moksha (Liberation through self-realisation).

The next three pheras are to please the three devas (Varuna, Pusana and Gandharva) who have  
protected the bride until womanhood and thus release her from their celestial bondage. As a fun 
tradition, at the end of the pheras the bride and groom will run to sit down first. It is said that the 

one that will sit down first will rule the house!!

* Saptapadi *
The groom helps the bride touch seven betel nuts with her right toe whilst they recite the seven 

vows. They take seven steps to symbolize the beginning of their journey together.

* Mangalya Dharanam & Sindoor Dan *
The groom ties a sacred necklace around the brides neck, thereby declaring her his wife. The black 

beads signify protection from evil  . During Sindoor dan, the groom decorates the parting of the 
brides hair. This marks the end of the ceremony and the beginning of their marriage.

* Saubhagyavati bhava *
In this tradition, five married women from the bride and grooms side will pass by the couple at this 

time and whisper blessings into the brides ear.

* Aashirwad (blessings) *
The newly wed couple now seek blessings from the priest, their parents, relatives and friends for a 

happily married life together.

Post Wedding

* Vidaai *
This ceremony sees the departure of the newly married couple where the bride takes blessings from 

her family which often involves tears of joy and sadness.

* Aeki Beki *
The couple play a game to find a ring within a tray of water, mixed with milk and sindoor (red 

vermillion). Whoever finds the ring three out of four times will rule the household !!
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|| Shree Ganeshay Namah ||

With the blessings of our Kuldevi Maa Harsiddhi Mataji

It gives us great pleasure to inform you that the marriage of our son .........................
is to be solemnised with ............................ ( Daughter of .........................................and 
..............................................................)

The ceremonies will commence from ........................... date at ..............., with the 
wedding at ................. on date..................., culminating with a wedding reception at 
............................................ on date...............................................

The formal invitation with the detailed programme will follow in due course.

We look forward to your gracing this occasion to bless the couple.

We would be grateful if you could kindly let us have your confirmation at the earliest,
so that we can make the necessary arrangements.

With warm regards.

RSVP

.........................................

.........................................

.........................................

.........................................
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